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Abstract
The increasing popularity and improvement in capabilities offered by smartphones caught the
attention of botnet developers. Now the threat of botnets is moving towards the mobile
environment. This study presents the design of a hybrid command and control mobile botnet.
The hybrid design explores the efficiency of multiple command and control channels against
the following objectives: no single point of failure within the topology, low cost for command
dissemination, limited network activities and low battery consumption. The objectives are
measured with a prototype that is deployed on a small collection of Android-based
smartphones. The results indicate that current mobile technology exhibits all the capabilities
needed to create a mobile botnet.
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Introduction
The last few years saw a revolution in the development of cellular phones, transforming the
devices from basic voice and text phones to all-in-one portable devices known as
smartphones. Demonstrating functionality similar to that of a traditional computer,
smartphone’s today provide interconnectivity capabilities such as Internet access, device-todevice communication, and a wide variety of software applications. Improvement in
smartphone capabilities and the popularity associated with mobile devices have caused
malware developers to shift their focus towards mobile devices. During the first quarter of
2012 mobile malware increased by 1200% (Lardnios 2012). This sudden rise of malware
coupled with the popularity of smartphones creates possibilities for new threats to emerge
such as mobile botnets.
Botnets are a well-known threat to the users of the Internet and Personal Computers. They are
responsible for the delivery of spam, collection of information, processing large quantities of
data and causing distributed denial of service (DDoS) attacks (Grizzard et al. 2007). With the
constant improvement of smartphone computing power and communication capabilities,
malware developers are starting to introduce the concept of botnets to mobile devices such as
smartphones. A mobile botnet is a network consisting of a collection of compromised
smartphones, controlled by a botmaster through a command and control (C&C) network. The
C&C network is the core of any botnet as it allows for the efficient dissemination of
commands from the botmaster to all the bots. Traditional C&C technologies, such as those

based on HTTP, are also useful in mobile botnets. However certain smartphone capabilities,
such as SMS and Bluetooth can provide the botmaster with additional C&C channels to
support command dissemination. Given the popularity of smartphones and the continuous
rise in mobile malware, it is only a matter of time before mobile botnets become a dominate
force in the development of mobile malware.
This paper presents the design of a new mobile botnet, called the Hybrid Mobile Botnet,
which exploits multiple C&C channels to disseminate the commands. The objective of this
study is to explore the efficiency of multiple C&C channels and to illustrate that current
mobile technology exhibit all the required capabilities for mobile botnet development and
support. We also analyse the behaviour of the newly designed mobile botnet by building a
prototype and deploying it on a small collection of Android-based smartphones.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. We discuss the history of mobile
botnets, while the following section describes the model of the Hybrid Mobile Botnet. The
design of the prototype, the execution and the results are presented. We determine whether
the objectives of the Hybrid Mobile Botnet are achieved and the final section concludes the
paper.

The History of Mobile Botnets
The history of mobile botnets does not date as far back as that of traditional botnets since
mobile malware only started appearing in 2004. Still it took nearly five years before mobile
malware displayed functionality that closely resembled that of botnets. The first was the
Symbian worm Yxes (Apvrille 2010), which targeted Symbian phones running the OS9
operating system (OS). The malware was responsible for sending out SMS messages,
retrieving the International Mobility Equipment Identity (IMEI) and the International
Mobility Subscriber Identity (IMSI) numbers of the phone and communicating with remote
servers. The ability of the malware to connect to the Internet was the key characteristic that
had many believed it was part of a mobile botnet. The malware had no C&C network and
although it had the ability to contact remote servers, the processing of commands were limited
(Apvrille 2010).
Near the end of 2009 a new malware appeared that targeted Apple’s iPhones. The malware,
later named ikee.B (Porras et al. 2010), included C&C logic and allowed the botmaster to
have complete control over the infected iPhone. To propagate, ikee.B, searched Internet IP
addresses for SSH services and then attempted to connect to the responding service as root by
using the default password, 'alphine'. The malware was responsible for archiving SMS
messages and then forwarded the messages, along with other information collected from the
phone, to a server located in Lithuania. Even though ikee.B had limited growth potential, it
provided a foundation for the future development of mobile botnets (Porras et al. 2010).
During 2010 security analysts discovered a new Trojan horse, Geinimi, targeting smartphones
running the Android OS. Geinimi (Wyatt 2012) is the first Android malware to display
functionalities closely relating to that of botnets. The malware opened a backdoor on the
infected device and transmitted the collected information to a remote location. It also has the
potential to receive commands from a remote server. Besides the basic botnet functionality,
Geinimi raised the sophistication of mobile botnet technology significantly. The malware
deployed an off-the-shelf byte code obfuscator to hide botnet activities and encrypted chunks
of the C&C traffic (Wyatt 2012).

The three versions of mobile malware described above established the platform for
development of future mobile botnets. They revealed that it is possible to take concepts of
botnets running on PCs and apply them to mobile devices. Indeed, it is possible to establish
C&C of mobile botnets and the next section will discuss a hybrid approach.

Proposed Hybrid Mobile Botnet
The purpose of this new design is to explore the efficiency of using a hybrid structure
consisting of multiple C&C channels to achieve a stealthy mobile botnet and also to illustrate
that current mobile technology exhibit all the required capabilities needed to support a mobile
botnet. In order to achieve a stealthy design, the Hybrid Mobile Botnet should consider the
following objectives: no single point of failure within the topology, low (monetary) cost for
command dissemination, limited network activities and low battery consumption per bot. The
design of the Hybrid Mobile Botnet consists of the following three main components:
propagation vector, C&C channels and mobile botnet topology.
Although multiple mobile botnet designs currently exists in literature (Geng et al. 2012; Singh
et al. 2010; Xiang et al. 2011; Faghani & Nguyen 2012) our proposed mobile botnet is the
first, to our knowledge, to use multiple C&C channels to disseminate commands. The use of
multiple C&C channels makes this mobile botnet harder to detect, cost-effective and more
reliable.

Propagation Vector
The propagation vector is responsible for disseminating the malicious bot code to the
smartphones. Common techniques for spreading the code include social engineering or
vulnerability exploits. The Hybrid Mobile Botnet exploits the method of social engineering
by tricking users into downloading a popular application that is infected with the malicious
bot code. Such an application is well-known and legitimate but the original code has been reengineered and repackaged with additional bot code. A user installs the application but is
unaware of the additional configurations taking place in the background of the smartphone.
For this propagation vector to succeed, the botmaster selects an application that is currently
popular among smartphone users. In the following steps, the botmaster will reverse engineer
the selected application and include malicious bot code without affecting the original code
modules or their functionality. When the botmaster completes the repackaging of the
application it is returned to the Application Market where it awaits downloading.
The motivation behind deploying this propagation vector is two-fold. Firstly, returning the
malicious application to the Application Market provides this mobile botnet with the ability to
reach a wide audience. Secondly, choosing a popular application also allows for the
possibility that the malicious application can spread by word of mouth within social circles. It
is because of these motivations that the Hybrid Mobile Botnet deploys via the propagation
vector as described above.

Command and Control Channels
The C&C structure is the most important component of a mobile botnet as it is responsible for
disseminating the commands from the botmaster to the mobile bots. Due to the critical aspect
of the C&C channels, it forms an attractive target for a defender trying to bring the mobile
botnet down. Therefore to achieve robustness and stealth the Hybrid Mobile Botnet follows a
hybrid approach and will use a combination of popular C&C channels for mobile botnets,

SMS and Bluetooth, while also including HTTP. The purpose behind the selection of these
three C&C channels are further explained in the upcoming sections.

SMS C&C Channel
SMS is a popular service offered by the mobile phone network and is supported by most
smartphones available today. There are multiple advantages provided by SMS that makes it a
suitable channel for C&C. These advantages include (Zeng, et al 2012):
 Ubiquity: Most smartphones can handle SMS messages.
 Offline accommodation: A Service Centre stores the SMS messages if the recipient’s
smartphone is turned off.
 Hiding malicious content: A SMS message can hide malicious content.
 Multiple send and receive channel options: For example sending SMS messages via
online websites.
To design a stealthy unidirectional SMS C&C channel, the cost of sending the SMS messages
and the prevention of the smartphone user detecting the received SMS messages must be
taken into consideration. Currently there are services available that offer free SMS texting via
web interfaces (for example Text4Free). Such websites offer the botmaster the opportunity to
send multiple SMS messages without incurring any costs and possibly keeping his/her
identity hidden.
To prevent the smartphone user from detecting the commands being sent as SMS messages,
every mobile bot will intercept all incoming SMS messages before they reach the inbox.
SMS messages containing the specific passcode will be aborted while all other SMS messages
will safely pass through to the inbox to avoid any detection by the smartphone user.

Bluetooth C&C Channel
Bluetooth is the second C&C channel for the Hybrid Mobile Botnet. The reason for selecting
unidirectional Bluetooth as a C&C channel is simply because of its availability on most
smartphones and it also provides a stealthy mechanism for command dissemination. There is
however an important aspect of Bluetooth that must be taken into consideration.
Bluetooth, like any other electronic component, consumes battery power. If the Bluetooth is
left on indefinitely, it will quickly drain the battery of the smartphone which can lead to the
discovery of the mobile bot. To minimize the consumption of battery power, the Bluetooth
will only be active during specific period of the day and only for a limited time. These
periods are known as periods of mobility and are defined according to Stability and
Availability. For the purpose of this paper we defined three periods of mobility:
 No Mobility:
Stability: Stability is high with no changes in geographical positioning.
Availability: Active for long periods, during nightfall and early morning hours, when
people are sleeping.
 Low Mobility:
Stability: Stability is moderate with infrequent changes in geographical positioning.
Availability: Active for moderate periods, during day time, when people are actively
working.
 High Mobility:
Stability: Stability is low with frequent changes in geographical positioning.
Availability: Active for short periods, during morning hours and late afternoons as people
travel to their destinations.

From the three periods of mobility mentioned above, the period of Low Mobility provides the
most stable time period for the longest available time and therefore the Bluetooth C&C
channel will only be active during this period.

HTTP C&C Channel
The botmaster requires knowledge about the mobile botnet and all of the mobile bots that are
actively participating in the mobile botnet. To retrieve the required information, both the
SMS and Bluetooth C&C channels are inadequate. Therefore the mobile botnet requires an
additional channel to transport the information. The additional channel utilizes HTTP and it
allows a mobile bot to transfer information to the Control Server.
The purpose of the bidirectional HTTP C&C channel is to forward information between a
mobile bot and the Control Sever. The information include: mobile phone number, Bluetooth
MAC address, geographical data, IMEI number and the IMSI number. Thus the HTTP C&C
channel is purely there to support the construction of the ever changing mobile botnet.

Topology of the Hybrid Mobile Botnet
A mobile botnet consists of a collection of compromised smartphones that are organized into
a structure, often referred to as the topology. The topology of the mobile botnet allows the
botmaster to efficiently disseminate the commands to all the mobile bots currently
participating in the mobile botnet. In order to describe the topology of the Hybrid Mobile
Botnet, certain terminology must be clarified:









Mobile bot: a compromised smartphone that can assume one of two distinct roles: cluster
head bot or receiver bot.
Cluster head bot: a mobile bot within a cluster botnet that directly receives the commands
via SMS messages from the botmaster. It is also responsible for forwarding the received
commands to the receiver bots in its assigned cluster.
Receiver bot: a mobile bot that receives commands from a cluster head bot.
Botmaster: the entity responsible for originating commands via SMS messages to a
selection of cluster head bots.
Control server: a server managed by the botmaster that stores information about the
mobile bots actively participating in the mobile botnet.
Active period: the time period that allows the cluster head bot to exchange commands
with the receiver bots within its assigned cluster. Formed at a specific time and location.
Bot ID: the Bluetooth MAC address of a smartphone.
Bot list: each mobile bot contains a file that lists the Bot IDs of the other mobile bots
within a specific cluster botnet.

The topology of the Hybrid Mobile Botnet is shown in Figure 1. For simplicity, the HTTP
C&C channels to the Control Server are not shown.
The global botnet consists of a collection of cluster botnets and its structure is dynamic due to
the constantly changing cluster botnets. The cluster botnet, which also forms a dynamic
structure, consists of a collection of mobile bots in close proximity. The dynamic property of
both the global botnet and the cluster botnets are due to the mobility of the infected
smartphones.

To allow communication to occur within the cluster botnet, the mobile bots utilize the
Bluetooth C&C channel. The Bluetooth C&C channel requires the mobile bots to be within
close range (10 meters) to communicate and therefore the cluster botnet is also location
dependent. Due to the location dependence and the dynamic property of cluster botnets, it
will only exist for a specific time period at a specific location. Thus only during the available
active periods will the cluster head bot exchange the commands via Bluetooth and will
continue until all the receiver bots within the cluster botnet have received the command.

Figure 1: Topology of the Hybrid Mobile Botnet
With the Bluetooth C&C channel being location dependent, it is inadequate to use it as the
global communication medium between the cluster botnets. Therefore the SMS C&C channel
is used to propagate the commands via SMS messages to all of the cluster head bots. Due to
the possible large number of cluster head bots it will be impractical for the botmaster to
directly send the command to all of the cluster head bots. To keep monetary costs low, the
SMS C&C channel utilizes an arbitrary tree structured topology. This arbitrary property of
the tree structure provides the cluster head bot with the ability to send a specific number
(between one and five) of SMS messages. The arbitrary tree structured topology improves the
stealth of the mobile botnet and increases the difficulty of predicting the flow of command
dissemination.
The dynamic topology increases the complexity of detecting the Hybrid Mobile Botnet, but it
also complicates the process of command dissemination. Using the C&C channels as
described above will allow the mobile bots to communicate in an effective and timely manner.

Prototype Design and Evaluation
The prototype consists of a small collection of smartphones, infected with malicious bot code
and capable of running on the Android OS (version 2.3.3 and above). The purpose of this
prototype is to evaluate the effectiveness of the Hybrid Mobile Botnet on real devices and also
measure the objectives. The visualization of the prototype is shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2: Topology of the Hybrid Mobile Botnet prototype
The prototype was specifically developed for the Android OS. The selection of the Android
OS as the development platform is two-fold. Firstly, as of the second quarter of 2012 the
Android OS is leading the market with 64.1% in smartphone sales, making it the most popular
OS for smartphones (Van der Meulen & Pettey 2012). Secondly, besides the popularity, the
Android OS also allows any user to create, develop and upload applications to Google’s Play
store. It is because of the above mentioned reasons that we selected the Android OS as the
development platform.
The prototype consists of the following devices: Samsung Galaxy Pocket, Samsung Galaxy
S2 and Google’s Nexus 7 tablet. Each device is infected with exactly the same piece of
malicious bot code. During the execution of the prototype, the battery consumption, data
consumption and Anti-virus applications will be evaluated.
The prototype is designed to execute during hourly intervals (see Figure 3), instead of daily
intervals, to easier evaluate performance and execution. With every hour interval the time
period between twenty past and twenty to, for a total of 40 minutes, represents the period of
Low Mobility and is the time when the mobile bots will be active. For the first two hours of
execution, the prototype collects GPS data at ten minute intervals. During the last interval,
the collected GPS data of that period of Low Mobility are uploaded to the Control Server via
the HTTP C&C channel and the response from the Control Server will include the address of
the elected cluster head bot and the command dissemination flag. The command
dissemination flag indicates whether the following period of Low Mobility will perform
command dissemination or will continue with the collection of GPS data. Only the botmaster
can start the process of command dissemination by sending the command via a SMS message
to the cluster head bot. If the response from the Control Server is positive for the start of
command dissemination, then during the following active period the mobile bots will only
focus on sending or receiving the commands. When the mobile bots complete the process of
command dissemination and the execution of the received command, it returns to the
collecting of GPS data.

Figure 3: Timeline of execution of the prototype

Execution of the Prototype
To successfully track the execution of the prototype, the tPacketCapture application was
installed on the Nexus 7 tablet (the only device to support the tPacketCapture application).
This application performs packet capturing without the requirement of rooting the device.
The captured data are saved as a PCAP file and can be viewed using Wireshark. Using this
application makes it possible to capture the communication occurring between the mobile bot
and Control Server. The Nexus 7 tablet will monitor the HTTP traffic that occurs across a
Wi-Fi connection with this application.

Figure 4: Captured data of the mobile bot’s network activities
During the execution of the prototype, the Nexus 7 tablet acts as a receiver bot and only the
receiver bots collect information from the device. Upon receiving the command, these mobile
bots must collect the IMEI and the IMSI numbers of the device and send the information to
the Control Server. For the purpose of this experiment, the IMEI and the IMSI numbers were
simulated on the Nexus 7 tablet since the tablet had no mobile network connectivity.
The data captured while executing the prototype on the Nexus 7 tablet is displayed in Figure
4. The lines highlighted in black are the captured packets that directly relate to the execution
of the prototype and will be looked at more closely in the remainder of this section.
The first connection made to the Control Server is via the UploadInfo.php script (see Figure
5). During this connection the receiver bot collects the mobile phone number and Bluetooth
address of the smartphone and forwards it to the Control Server. The mobile botnet requires
this information to uniquely identify each mobile bot.

Figure 5: Captured data sent via UploadInfo.php script
Multiple connections occur between the receiver bot and the Control Server during 08:40:04
and 08:40:06 via the UpdateLocationData.php script. During each connection the mobile bot
uploads the collected GPS data (see Figures 6, 7 and 8).

Figure 6: Collected GPS data for the 20 minute interval

Figure 7: Collected GPS data for the 30 minute interval

Figure 8: Collected GPS data for the 40 minute interval
After the last connection, the Control Server responds back with the Bluetooth address of the
elected cluster head bot (28:98:7B:3A:8A) and the command dissemination flag (currently set
to false). The false property of the flag means the following active period will continue with
the collection of GPS data (see Figure 9).

Figure 9: Response from Control Server
The next connections occur between 09:40:11 and 09:40:13, during which the collected GPS
data is once again uploaded to the Control Server. The response received from the Control
Server has however changed (see Figure 10). The command dissemination flag is set to true,
meaning that the botmaster has sent the command via a SMS message to the cluster head bot
somewhere between 08:40 and 09:40. Thus the next active period will perform command
dissemination and execution.

Figure 10: Response from the Control Server
Figure 11 reveals that the receiver bot has successfully received and executed the command.
The mobile bot then forwards the IMEI and IMSI numbers to the Control Server via the
UploadStolenInfo.php script.

Figure 11: Stolen IMEI and IMSI numbers
This step-by-step analysis of the captured packets show that this prototype executed correctly,
without any complications. This prototype thus illustrates that the current mobile technology
exhibits all the capabilities required for developing a mobile botnet.

Evaluation
This section discusses the evaluation of the prototype on the mobile devices, focussing on
battery and data consumption of a mobile bot, as well as the analysis of anti-virus
applications. The prototype executes for a period of three hours and the same experiment was
replicated on three separate occasions.

Battery Consumption
A significant decrease of battery power will potentially alert the smartphone user of the
presence of the mobile bot which in return can lead to the bot’s discovery. Therefore,
throughout the execution of the prototype, the consumption of battery power was closely
monitored.
To effectively monitor the consumption of battery power, the GSam Battery Monitor
application was installed on all the smartphones participating in the execution of the
prototype. This application can monitor each application or service individually and
determine the consumption of battery power. During the three separate experiments, each
mobile bot only consumed 0.1% of the battery power over a period of three hours. Thus
during 24 hours the smartphone will only lose 0.8% of its power while the mobile bot
executes. Thus the execution of the mobile bot will have little influence on the battery,
increasing the difficulty of detecting the mobile bot.

Network Activities
A sudden increase in data consumption can potentially alert the smartphone user of the
presence of the mobile bot. After the execution of the prototype, each smartphone was
analysed to determine the data consumption of the mobile bot (see Figure 12).

Figure 12: Data consumption of the prototype
On average, each mobile bot consumes 5.427KB during execution with a standard deviation
of 0.846KB. Thus during a monthly period a mobile bot will consume less than 200KB of
data. This low consumption of data will not alert the smartphone user and also increase the
difficulty of detecting the mobile bot on a smartphone.

Anti-virus Analysis
Four mobile anti-virus applications (AVG Anti-virus, Avast Mobile Security, Lookout
Security & Anti-virus and Norton Anti-virus & Security) were installed on a smartphone prior
to the execution of the prototype. All the anti-viruses were active during the execution of the
prototype but failed to identify any malicious activities. After the execution of the prototype,
all of the anti-viruses performed a scan of all the available applications on the smartphone.
None of these scans reported of any malicious application.
Also discovered during the evaluation of the anti-virus applications is the fact that they share
most of the same permissions as the mobile bot application (Access location data, Read
identity info and Access messages). So it becomes impractical to determine whether an
application is malicious or not by simply looking at the permissions.
The analysis of four anti-viruses show that new malicious mobile malware can go undetected.
This inability of the anti-virus applications to identify mobile bot activities and the sharing of
multiple permissions improves the secrecy by which the mobile botnet can operate.

Discussion
The purpose of the prototype was to explore the efficiency of multiple C&C channels against
the following objectives: no single point of failure within the topology, low cost for command
dissemination, limited network activities and low battery consumption per bot. In terms of
the first objective, the Hybrid Mobile Botnet accomplishes this by ensuring each mobile bot
contains a file (Bot list) with all of the Bot IDs (Bluetooth addresses) of the other mobile bots
within a certain cluster. Thus, if the Control Server should become unavailable the Hybrid
Mobile Botnet will still be able to function to a certain degree by using the information in the
Bot list.
By forming cluster botnets that can communicate to mobile bots in their assigned cluster via
Bluetooth ensures that the overall cost of communication within the mobile botnet stays low.
The limitation of the amount of SMS messages that can be sent from individual mobile bots
also allows the cost of communication to be low, thus meeting the second objective.

From the evaluation of the prototype it is possible to conclude that the following objectives,
namely limited network activities and low battery consumption, are met. Each mobile bot
consumes on average 5.427 kilobytes while executing during the period of low mobility and
by only connecting a limited number of times to the Control Server ensures that the objective
of limited network activities are met. Only 0.1% of the smartphone’s battery power was
consumed during the execution of the prototype, confirming the compliance of the very last
objective of this mobile botnet design.
This study demonstrates that a cost-effective and stealthy mobile botnet is possible through
implementation of a hybrid architecture using existing smartphone communication channels.

Conclusion
As smartphones become more powerful, they become the ideal targets for mobile malware.
One such threat that smartphone users are currently facing is that of mobile botnets. In this
paper, we proposed the design of a new mobile botnet that utilizes multiple C&C channels,
namely Bluetooth, SMS and HTTP. To analyse and measure the performance of this model, a
prototype was designed and executed on a small collection of smartphones. From the analysis
of this prototype, it is possible to conclude that this mobile botnet exhibits the following
qualities: cost-effectiveness and stealth. Future research will focus on improving the mobile
botnet design by encrypting all of the communication occurring between the mobile bots and
the Control Server, randomizing the mobile bot activities so that it becomes even more
difficult to detect and also exploring other possible C&C channels for command
dissemination. The ultimate goal of this research is to discover techniques by which future
mobile botnets can be detected on smartphones.
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